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The Pierre Auger Observatory

‣ Malargüe, Mendoza, Argentina ��3000 km2

- Hybrid: 4 air fluorescence detector sites & 1600 water Cherenkov detectors 
- Enhancements and R&D ongoing, upgrade to run beyond 2015 planned

Observe, understand, characterize the ultra high energy cosmic rays 
and probe particle interactions at the highest energies
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- Best statistics, ankle and suppression features clearly shown
I. Energy spectrum

Eur. Phys. J. Plus (2012) 127: 87 Page 9 of 15
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Fig. 7. The energy spectrum obtained by combining the hybrid spectrum (standard approach) and the one measured with
SD data. It is fitted with three power laws functions (dashed) and two power laws plus a smooth function (solid line). Only
statistical uncertainties are shown. The systematic uncertainty on the energy scale is 22%.

In fig. 7 the hybrid spectrum, derived with the standard approach, has been combined with the one measured from
data collected by the surface detector above 1018.5 eV. Since the SD energy estimator is calibrated from a subset of
high-quality hybrid events [3,64], the two input spectra have the same systematic uncertainty of the energy scale while
the flux normalisation uncertainties are independent. They are taken as 6% for the SD and 10% (6%) for the hybrid
flux at 1018 eV (> 1019 eV). These normalisation uncertainties are used as additional constraints in the combination
procedure which perform a maximum-likelihood fit to derive the flux scaling factors kSD = 1.01 and kFD = 0.99 needed
to match the two spectra.

The characteristic features of the combined spectrum have been quantified with three power laws with free breaks
between them (dashed line in fig. 7) and with two power laws plus a smoothly changing function (solid line). The
latter function is given by

J(E;E > Eankle) ! E!!2
1

1 + exp

!

lg E!lg E 1

2

lg Wc

" ,

where E 1

2

is the energy at which the flux has fallen to one half of the value of the power law extrapolation and Wc

parametrizes the width of the transition region. The hypothesis that the power law above the ankle continues to
highest energies with the spectral index !2 can be rejected with more than 20 ". The derived parameters are given
in table 1 quoting only the statistical uncertainties. The updated energy calibration curve [64] has resulted in some
changes of the parameters of the spectrum with respect to previous work, although only the values of !2 are di!erent
by more than the quoted statistical uncertainties (values of 2.59± 0.02 and 2.55± 0.04 are reported in [2] for !2 in the
two cases of fit with three broken power laws and two power laws + smooth function, respectively).

5 Summary

The measurement of the cosmic ray flux above 1018 eV has been updated to September 2010 using hybrid events of
the Pierre Auger Observatory. The standard approach used here, and already adopted in a previous publication [2],
is based on fast CONEX and detector simulations. In this paper the energy spectrum has additionally been derived
using a full Monte Carlo method, based on CORSIKA air showers and detailed simulations of the hybrid detector.
The full Monte Carlo approach provides a complete treatment of the shower-to-shower fluctuations, even in a region

!1 = 3.27±0.02
!2 = 2.63±0.01

log10(Eankle/eV) = 18.61±0.01
★

log10(Ebreak/eV) = 19.41±0.02
★

!2/ndof = 37.8/16 
     = 2.4

!3 = 4.2±0.1

ankle suppression > 20σ 

J(E) ∝ E-!i ,   i = 1, 2, 3Update forthcoming 
at ICRC2013 
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σp-air = 505 ± 22stat (+28/-36)sys mb prod

Proton-air production cross section
6
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FIG. 2: Resulting !
prod
p -air compared to other measure-

ments (see [16–23] for references) and model predictions. The
inner error bars are statistical, while the outer include sys-
tematic uncertainties for a helium fraction of 25% and 10mb
for the systematic uncertainty attributed to the fraction of
photons.

these we found that only the elasticity can have a rele-
vant impact on !!. The previously identified systematic
uncertainty of (!8, +19)mb induced by the modelling of
hadronic interactions, corresponds to the impact of mod-
ifying the elasticity within ±(10! 25)% in the models.
The selection of events with large values of Xmax also

enhances the fraction of primary cosmic-ray interactions
with smaller multiplicities and larger elasticities, which
is for example characteristic for di"ractive interactions.
The value of !! is thus more sensitive to the cross-section
of those interactions. The identified model-dependence
for the determination of !prod

p -air is also caused by the com-
pensation of this e"ect.

Also the choice of a logarithmic energy dependence
for the rescaling-factor in Eq. (2) may a"ect the result-
ing cross-sections. However, since the required rescaling-
factors are small, this can only be a marginal e"ect.

The systematic uncertainty of 22% [15] in the absolute
value of the energy scale leads to systematic uncertainties
of 7mb in the cross-section and 6TeV in the center-of-
mass energy. Furthermore, the procedure to obtain !prod

p -air
from the measured !! depends on additional parameters.
By varying the energy distribution, energy and Xmax res-
olution in the simulations, we find that related system-
atic changes of the value of !prod

p -air are distributed with a
root-mean-square of 7mb around zero. We use the root-
mean-square as estimate of the systematic uncertainties
related to the conversion of !! to !prod

p -air.
The presence of photons in the primary beam would

bias the measurement. The average Xmax of showers
produced by photons at the energies of interest is about
50 g/cm2 deeper in the atmosphere than that of protons.
However, observational limits on the fraction of photons
are < 0.5% [24, 25]. With simulations we find that the

possible under-estimation of the cross-section if photons
were present in the data sample at this level is less than
10mb.

With the present limitations of observations, we can-
not distinguish air showers produced by helium nuclei
from those created by protons. From simulations we find
that !prod

p -air is over-estimated depending on the percent-
ages of helium in the data sample. Lack of knowledge of
the helium fraction is the dominant source of systematic
uncertainty.

We also find that the nuclei of the CNO-group intro-
duce no bias for fractions up to " 50%, and accordingly
we assign no uncertainty in the cross-section due to these
or heavier nuclei.

In Table I we list the sources of systematic uncertain-
ties. As the helium fraction is not known we show the
impact of 10, 25 and 50% of helium respectively. In what
follows we include a systematic uncertainty related to a
helium fraction of 25%. In the extreme case, were the
cosmic-ray composition to be 100% helium, the analysis
would over-estimate the proton-air cross-section by 300
to 500mb. Given the constraints from accelerator data
at lower energies and typical model assumptions, this ex-
treme scenario is not realistic.

We summarise our results by averaging the four values
of the cross-section obtained with the hadronic interac-
tion models to give

!prod
p -air =

!

505 ± 22(stat) +28
!36(sys)

"

mb

at a center-of-mass energy of [ 57 ± 0.3(stat) ±
6(sys) ] TeV. In Fig. 2 we compare this result with model
predictions and other measurements. The measurements
at the highest energies are: HiRes [21] and Fly’s eye [2]
that are both based on Xmax, Yakutsk Array [20] using
Cherenkov observations and Akeno [19] measuring elec-
tron and muon numbers at ground level. All these analy-
ses assume a pure proton composition. In the context of
a possible mixed-mass cosmic-ray composition, this can
lead to large systematic e"ects. Also all these analyses
are based on a single interaction model for describing air

TABLE I: Summary of the systematic uncertainties.

Description Impact on !
prod
p -air

!! systematics ±15mb

Hadronic interaction models +19
!8 mb

Energy scale ±7mb

Conversion of !! to !
prod
p -air ±7mb

Photons, <0.5% < +10mb

Helium, 10% !12mb

Helium, 25% !30mb

Helium, 50% !80mb

Total (25% helium) !36mb, +28mb

ECM!57 TeV

II. Proton-air, proton-proton cross section
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Proton-proton cross section, with Glauber modelling

σp-p = 90 ± 7stat (+9/-11)syst ± 7glauber  mb inel

σp-p = 133 ± 13stat (+17/-20)syst ± 16glauber  mb tot
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FIG. 4: Comparison of derived !
inel
pp to model predictions and

accelerator data [34]. Here we also show the cross-sections of
two typical high-energy models, Pythia6 [35] and Phojet[36].
The inner error bars are statistical, while the outer include
systematic uncertainties.

from accelerator measurements to the energy of the anal-
ysis. This is achieved by modifying the model-predictions
of hadronic cross-sections above energies of 1015 eV dur-
ing the air-shower simulation process in a self-consistent
approach.

We convert the proton-air production cross-section
into the total, and the inelastic, proton-proton cross-
section using a Glauber calculation that includes inter-
mediate inelastic screening corrections. In this calcula-
tion we use the correlation between the elastic slope pa-
rameter and the proton-proton cross-sections taken from
the interaction models as a constraint. We find that the
inelastic proton-proton cross-section depends less on the
elastic slope parameter than does the total proton-proton
cross-section, and thus the systematic uncertainty of the
Glauber calculation for the inelastic result is smaller.
The data agree with an extrapolation from LHC [34] en-
ergies to 57TeV for a limited set of models.
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III. Limits on photons and neutrinos

• Photon limits: 
‣ most stringent
‣ constrain top-down models, soon to 

      reach GZK limit

• Neutrino limits: deeply penetrating
      horizontal & Earth-skimming showers
‣ high sensitivity close to horizon
‣ no neutrino candidate

Updates forthcoming at ICRC2013 
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Observe, understand, characterize the ultra high energy cosmic rays 
and probe particle interactions at the highest energies

IV. Composition

• Understand what these UHECRs are
   -> understand the sources of these UHECRs

• Obtain insight into hadronic interactions at these energies  (ECM >> 14 TeV)
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! Brief history of UHECR composition
‣ beginning: photons or charged particles?  -> positively charged particles

‣ afterwards: protons - most abundant and stable particle in Universe
      - extra-galactic astrophysical or top-down sources;  GZK cutoff

‣ later: protons and iron nuclei - two most abundant & stable species
      - Galactic or extra-galactic astrophysical sources;  particle propagation
‣ lately: what are they? Auger found composition is not as simple

      - probe hadronic interactions at UHE



Fe

Xmax

! Study air shower properties of different
primary cosmic rays via simulations: 
• electromagnetic & hadronic interactions
   - hadronic interaction models have been
      updated with the LHC data
• cascades in the atmosphere

! Extract information on composition via shower observables
• Electromagnetic component of air shower development in atmosphere (Xmax)
• muon numbers on ground 
• muon production in the atmosphere

p

Xmax
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Muon numbers
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! Fermilab group has led the composition analysis using a new 
method made possible by the unprecedented amount of Auger 
hybrid Xmax data, resulting in crucial insights into composition and 
hadronic interactions. Result will be submitted very soon.
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• Compositions appear to be more complex than a simple pure protons 
or pure iron nuclei

Updates forthcoming at ICRC2013 



๏Enhancements
• High Elevation Auger Telescope (HEAT)
• Muons and infill (AMIGA)
   -> extend down to ∼ 1017 eV, 
      obtain better composition information   
• Complementary techniques with radio: 
      Auger Engineering Radio Array (AERA)
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Coihueco

32ND INTERNATIONAL COSMIC RAY CONFERENCE, BEIJING 2011

Figure 3: Photograph of HEAT in tilted mode with closed
shutters.

potentially increased. From the point of view of the data
taking and operation, HEAT acts as an independent fifth
telescope site.
The aforementioned distance monitoring system has been
used to prove that the tilting of the telescope enclosures
does not modify the optical parameters of the telescopes
significantly. In addition, reference calibration measure-
ments at different tilting angles have shown that the influ-
ence of the Earth’s magnetic field on the performance of
the PMTs is only marginal and can thus be neglected.
A photograph of HEAT in tilted mode is shown in Fig. 3.

3 Measurements

Data taking with the new telescopes of HEAT is possible in
horizontal (’down’) position as well as in the tilted (’up’)
position. The horizontal position of the HEAT telescopes,
which is used for installation, commissioning and mainte-
nance of the hardware, is also the position in which the
absolute calibration of the telescopes takes place. In this
position the field of view of the HEAT telescopes overlaps
with those of the Coihueco telescopes. This offers the pos-
sibility of doing special analyses of events recorded simul-
taneously at both sites. In addition, these events can be used
to check the alignment of the new telescopes and provide a
cross-check of their calibration constants.
With the HEAT enclosures in the tilted position, the com-
bined HEAT-Coihueco telescopes cover an elevation range
from the horizon to 58!. This extended field of view en-
ables the reconstruction of low energy showers for close-by
shower events and resolve ambiguities in the Xmax deter-
mination. The improved resolution in energy andXmax de-
termination is especially visible in the low energy regime.
The first measurements with a single HEAT telescope
started in January 2009 whereas measurements using the
new DAQ electronics with all three telescopes commenced
in September 2009. An example of one of the first low-
energy showers recorded with HEAT and the Coihueco sta-
tion is shown in Fig. 4.

The initial data taking period served as commissioning and
learning period. Since June 2010, the data taking and data
quality reached a satisfactory performance level and all re-
sults presented here are based on the latter data taking pe-
riod. During this period, an absolute calibration campaign
with a uniformly lit drum [11] and a roving laser for these
new telescopes has been performed successfully.
The alignment of the regular fluorescence telescopes is ob-
tained from star tracking. In addition to this method, a new
method was introduced to determine the alignment of the
HEAT telescopes. Given a reference geometry from any
number of sources (SD, hybrid, reconstruction from other
sites, laser shots) and the observation of the correspond-
ing light traces in a HEAT telescope, the developed algo-
rithm determines the optimal pointing direction for the tele-
scope. The accuracy of the method increases when applied
to many events. This method results in a statistical accu-
racy of 0.3! or better for elevation and azimuth. For the
HEAT telescope 1, which has the Central Laser Facility
(CLF) [12] in its field of view, accuracies of better than
0.1! can be achieved.
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Figure 4: Example of a low-energy event recorded in co-
incidence with HEAT and two Coihueco telescopes. Top:
Camera image of the recorded signal. The arrival time
of the light is color-coded (blue early, late red). Bottom:
Reconstructed energy deposit profile. This nearly vertical
event with a zenith angle of 19! has a reconstructed energy
of about 1.7 ! 1017 eV.
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Summary
! Auger has made significant contributions to the UHECR field with accurate 

measurements of CR properties above Elab = 1018 eV and unprecedented 
statistics:
‣ energy spectrum with clear ankle and suppression features
‣ proton-air cross section measurement
‣ stringent photon and neutrino limits: constrain top-down scenarios

! Auger continues to make significant discoveries:
‣ unravelling composition and hadronic interaction information at ECM > 50 TeV
‣ understanding the source of the UHECRs

! Enhancements extend energy down to Elab ! 1017 eV

! 43 papers published, 193 PhDs  (22 more papers in preparation) 

! Upgrade preparations to run beyond 2015 are in progress


